
Product details:
 Model name:  Hot tools professional Marcel curling iron F998BM
 Heater:  PTC heaters
 Auto shut-off:  60 minutes auto shut off
 Adjustabel temperature:  150℃ to 230℃ stabilzed working temperature
 Logo:  Silk printing
 Technical label:  Customized
 Wire label:  High temperature warning sticker
 Carton:  20pcs/CTN
 MOQ:  1-100,000pcs
 Delivery:  10-35 days after deposit
 Factory size:  8500 square meter
 Third party audit report:  ISO 9001

Marcel curling iron F998BM catalogue:
This professional quality marcel curling iron is a manufacturing by FBT, which senses heat loss and
regenerates heat instantly for nonstop curling with consistent quality. Accurate temperature control setting
with stabilized working temperature for every temperature grade, this innovation product heat up very fast.

The other size of Marcel curling iron F998BM:
Professional Marcel curling by FBT for smooth, tight curls, different size for option makes different curl effect:
19mm, 22mm, 25mm, 28mm with 2pcs PTC heaters safety temperature control, 5 temperature setting and heat
up fast, senses heat loss and begins restoring it immediately so the iron stay hot.



 Gift box option:
Customized magnetic gift box with logo printing is for your products, or use our original box if small quantity
order. Magnetic gift box is one of our popular box all the time, it can be designed to meet different courtries
with different style and fashion, and we make the magnetic gift box with very high quality material by 1200g
paper and other surface coating.

 
Marketing selling points:
* 2pcs PTC heater heat up very fast and restoration of heat loss
* Variable heat setting heats up to 430F stabilized working temperature



* Fashion handle and clamp with comfortable and secure grip
* Safety matel stand
* 2.65M long swivel cord most convenience when working

Packaging & delivery:

Packaging details:

* Magnetic gift box packing
* Size of GB: 12.5*31*6.5cm
* 20pcs/ctn
* Size of carton: 58.8*38.5*26cm
* G.W.: 15.8 KG
* N.W.: 8.0 KG
* 1*20GP=13750pcs
* 1*40GP=27250pcs

Delivery terms:  Sample express by air, mass production by sea

How to use Marcel curling iron:
First of all, we need to choose a big size curling iron for long hair, because small size more suitable
for short and thin hair, and they works the tight curls out, but big size curling iron is going to give
you big lose waves, if you have a really long hair, big size is mor suitalbe.
Prepare your hair clean and ready to style, pick up a small section of your hair, open the Marcel
curling iron up.
Wrap your hair around the iron from roots to middle of your hair, slightly open clamp and get your
way down little by little until the end of the tip.
Go ahead and release the section hair, using your finger comb throught this section, then the natural
wave comes with you.



The other heated curling iron you may interested in:
This is a amazing advanced styling tools F998E, with 360 degree rotatable clip and lock and unlock clip
excellent function for free option when working. This is a professiona spin curler save your time, nano titanium
barrel and 2pcs PTC heaters heat up very fast, and keep stabilized working temperature.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/High-quality-hair-clipper-heated-curling-wand-and-tongs-F998E.html#.WBQQqeyECP1



